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Aims of this presentation
• Describe the emerging era of superstates
• Identify problems of governing at scale
• Identify strains facing the United States, the 

vanguard superstate
• Your advice:
• Have I identified the right problems?
• What are the strains in the Indian context?
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19th C: The era of great nations
The day of small nations is gone forever.

-- Sir George Grey, 1894.

The European world is to be made up of great 
nations.  Small nations do not mingle in the 
mighty strife of Europe or elevate their subjects 
by conscious participation in momentous 
transactions.

-- Walter Bagehot, 1866.
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Late 20th C: The era of small states
• Increase in states: 60 in 1906, 194 in 2019
• Most states have fewer people than 

Switzerland; less territory than New Zealand
• Forty micro-states of under one million
• Why the change?
• Declining costs of smallness
• Rising costs of scale / problems of giantism

• Vanishing point? A “borderless world”
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21st C: The era of superstates
• India, 1.7 billion people by 2050
• China, 1.4 billion
• European Union, 550 million
• United States, 390 million
• Forty percent of the world’s people will live in 

these four polities
• Each has more people than British Empire at peak
• India, China will each exceed world population in 

1880
• Median population of other 162 states: 12 million
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Can superstates be governed?
• Can superstates be kept intact?
• The cautionary tale of the Soviet Union

• Can they thrive?
• Providing security and basic services
• Promoting economic growth
• Promoting human rights
• Maintaining democratic institutions

• Can we draw lessons from history?
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“The British flag has never flown over a more 
Powerful and united empire.”

Lord Curzon, 1918

“Soviet culture has become an enormous force for 
the ideological and moral unity of the nations 
and nationalities of the Soviet Union.”

Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Soviet Union, 1982
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Empires always die
• Empires are fragile and impermanent

• Average duration: 200 years
• Problems of governance aggravated by scale
• Problems of integration

• How to extend administrative reach
• How much autonomy for subnational and economic actors?

• Problems of purpose
• Civilizing mission or toleration of differences?

• Problems of leadership
• Competence, mentality, continuity, institutional support

• Problems of resilience
• Danger of multiple, compounding strains and shocks
• Reserves, agility, adaptability
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Are superstates more durable?
• More advanced technologies

• √ Improved control, deeper information flows
• X Improved ability of people to mobilize, subvert 

authority
• More restless populations

• X Urbanization, education, marketization
• Higher expectations of states

• X Control over internal affairs
• X Respect for human rights

• Changed norms of interstate relations
• √ X Prohibitions on aggressive war
• X Contested sovereignty: R2P, preemptive interventions
• X Increased surveillance
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Governing at scale: Four approaches

• Bush, 2002: “a single sustainable formula”?
• China: one-party bureaucratic centralism, 

state-led capitalism
• India: liberal democracy, strong-center 

federalism, parliamentarianism, planning
• US: liberal democracy, weak-center 

federalism, presidentialism, anti-statism
• EU: technocratic confederalism
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Strains in the United States
• Integration

• How to accommodate social divisions
• Purpose

• Ethnonationalism vs liberal cosmopolitanism
• Leadership

• Amateurism, inconstancy, disdain for expertise, 
suspicion of the “deep state”

• Resilience
• Fiscal constraints, absorption with short-term 

problems, gridlock
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Questions
• Is this the right list of problems associated 

with governing at scale?
• What strains in the Indian context?
• Integration
• Leadership
• Purpose
• Resilience
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